
When you have to be right

Get More Done With One-

Introducing the New RBsourceFilings®
The completely re-designed RBsourceFilings is a comprehensive SEC research and 
workflow tool that intelligently integrates the key content you need to boost your 
productivity and ensure better legal practice. 

A New Way to do SEC Law and Filings-Related Research 
With integrated statutory authority, SEC Guidance, EDGAR Filings, Law Firm Memos, Private 
Placements, SEC No-Action Letters, and SEC Comment Letters, RBsourceFilings gives  
securities practitioners a complete view of the regulatory disclosure landscape, enabling 
them to better assess and monitor policies, directives, and company disclosures in filings 
research and preparation. 

A Complete Regulatory and SEC Filings Research Solution 
RBsourceFilings aligns with the practitioner workflow and integrates disparate components 
of securities law and filings research into an intuitive, streamlined process. Through  
intelligent content integration and editorially created topic relationships, the system  
surfaces both SEC Filings and the legal and regulatory materials vital to understanding 
those filings. Using powerful  search and post search filters, practitioners can quickly  
find the targeted results they need. The new Securities Law tab organizes the Rules and  
Regulations according to their enabling Statutes.  For specific SEC filings research tasks, 
practitioners can now use the new SEC Filings tab  to quickly locate exemplar filings by  
section, compare fiings, and locate hard to find contracts and agreements. 

A Leader in Serving Securities Practitioners 
With our established editorial expertise in securities regulatory content since 1933,  
Wolters Kluwer is a trusted leader for corporations, law firms, financial services firms,  
government regulators and policy-makers—from the renowned Securities Act Handbook 
(Red Book) to RBsource to the new RBsourceFilings.

wolterskluwerlr.com/RBsourceFilings | 1-800-638-8437
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RBsourceFilings intelligently integrates and contextually links primary law, SEC  
Guidance, EDGAR Filings, No-Action Letters,  Staff Comment Letters, Law Firm  
Memos, and Private Placements, providing multiple pathways into the content to 
match your workflow.

Global Search to Stream-
line Your Research Process: 
Global search allows you 
to search across primary 
law, EDGAR filings including 
exhibits, No-Action Letters, 
Comment Letters, Law Firm 
Memos, and Private Place-
ments, all in one step, so 
you can quickly get to the 
answers you need.

Company Alerts. Takes you 
quickly to your Filings related  
Company Alerts when you 
log in.

Rapid Access to Edgar  
Filings, Law Firm Memos,  
and Private Placements

Red Box Download: Easily select pamphlets from the Red Box publication 
to download and read offline on a laptop, Kindle, IPad, or other device.

New intuitive browse  
feature organizes the Rules, 
Regulations, and Forms  
under their enabling  
Statutes, for fast access. The 
OTHER REGULATIONS tab 
shows all those that relate  
to more than one Act.

Searches within the new 
Securities Law tab are  
automatically scoped to  
only cover this content,  
taking you immediately to 
search results refined to 
meet your precise needs.
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The new SEC Filings tab focuses your workflow on filings related content 


